Cartadis is a French technological company of 60 people located in Fontenay-Sous-Bois since
1974. Cartadis is a software editor and a hardware manufacturer dedicated to the market of
control and payment equipment and accessories for car wash, office automation and vending.
Cartadis, with the professionals of these markets, has a large network of resellers on the French
territory and for export.
Cartadis exports approximately 25% of its sales in more than 50 countries in the world.
All our products are designed and developed by our own R&D department. We design and adapt
hardware and software solutions for large accounts that fit the expectations of our markets.
Our products are manufactured in compliance with the current standards and are produced with
a permanent objective of quality and reliability.
Cartadis has developed software and hardware solutions in the field of printing for
administrations, companies and the world of education. These solutions allow the
implementation of a printing policy. They include accounting, secure printing, redirection rules,
statistical reports and payment management.
Cartadis is also active in the car wash business with the design and manufacturing of payment
terminals as well as management servers ensuring the control of several thousands of terminals.

Cartadis’ advantages
✓ References
Major names in the industry trust us:
• Washing machines: TotalEnergies, Lavance, WashTech, Christ,
Karcher
• Office software and hardware: La Poste, Toshiba, Sharp, Konica
Minolta, Xerox

✓ Innovation
In the context of increased competition on our markets, Cartadis
distinguishes itself by its reactivity and its capacity to innovate constantly to
satisfy the needs of the users.
The ability to propose advanced software and robust hardware makes
Cartadis a privileged supplier of the actors of these markets.

✓ Way of service
Cartadis' success is the result of a constant customer satisfaction, from the
design of our solutions to the trusting relationship we have with our customers.

Present for nearly 50 years in its fields of activity, Cartadis puts its experience
at the service of its customers to create, develop and distribute the products
required by the market.
Consulting actor for its distributors, Cartadis acts as a reliable partner and
listens to the needs of the various markets to ensure the success of all.

✓ Sustainable development
We pay particular attention, right from the design stage, to the low energy
consumption of our products, both on standby and in operation, and to the
choice of materials that respect environmental and social constraints.
We assume and anticipate the development frameworks that our
manufacturing partners submit to us.
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CARTADIS reserves the right to alter any feature and/or equipment without forewarning. (02/2022).

✓ Experience

